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ABSTRACTS
PHILOSOPHY, RELIGION, MYTH
Myakinnikov S. P. THE MAIN ASPECTS OF THE STRUCTURAL ROLE OF WORLDVIEW AS A SOCIAL PHENOMENON
The article notes that in modern conditions of complication of the global social system, which is
causing global problems, it is necessary to have an adequate vision of the world. There are structural
components of such a new, in fact, a holistic worldview. Special attention is drawn to the importance of
the emotional-volitional specificity of the development of individuals, social groups by the coping of
vital knowledge, values, practical methods and principles, i.e. the contents of the ideology of society.
Keywords: the integrity of the worldview, the ontological aspect of world Outlook, epistemological aspect of world Outlook, the axiological aspect of world Outlook, praxeologocal aspect of world
Outlook.
Kalinin P. E. SPACE-TIME CONCEPTS OF CONSCIOUS ACTIVITY
The article proposes description of the activity of consciousness in the space-time categories, allowing you to identify ways to overcome the separation of man and the reality that emerged in the
context of the natural science paradigm. The phenomena of consciousness are seen as the result of the
structuring of space-time activity patterns that underlie the conscious activity of man.
Keywords: consciousness, space-time, thought, reflection.
Legasova T. A. THE PENETRATION OF RELIGIOUS CONFESSIONS INTO THE SYSTEM OF SECULAR EDUCATION – THE THREAT OR THE BENEFIT
The article is devoted to the topic of the penetration of religious confessions into the system of
secular education. The author ponders over the challenges in the sphere of spiritual education that the
Government and the Church have to overcome to create a mature and healthy society.
Keywords: spiritual and secular education, moral principles, theology.
Taburkin V. I., Doronina M. V. ON THE PROBLEM OF FUNCTIONING OF THE VIEW
OF SOCIAL- ECOLOGICAL REALITY IN THE MODERN SCIENCE
In the scientific article are studied the methodological functions of the world view of social- ecological reality. For this purpose, it is formed the logical “image” of a social- ecological world view.
Its methodological functions are defined in modern science. And on this basis is designed the strategy
and the program of protection and rationalization of environmental management.
Keywords: social- ecological world view, ecological style of thinking, ecological agriculture,
rational environmental management, ecological management, ecological world outlook, the law of
“decreasing fertility of soils”, noospheric movement, an ecological sustainable development, ecological safety.
Grigoriev P. V. THE IMPACT OF MODERN MAN-MADE SOCIETY ON HUMAN
HEALTH
The article covers the problem of the emerging artificial man-made world and its influence on a
human being and biosphere nature. The author pays special attention to the researches of the disastrous consequences of such impact.
Keywords: post-industrial or information; technosphere; technogeneous; man-made society;
tehnobiogennye processes.
MAN, SOCIETY, CULTURE
Kalashnikova E. M. HISTORICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL BASIS OF RESEARCH OF
IDENTIFICAION AND IDENTITY IN CONDITIONS OF «LATE» CONTEMPORANEITY
Historical and methodological grounds for identity and identification in the “late” contemporaneity are investigated in the paper. Identification is viewed as a substructure of human self-reflection.
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Attention is focused on constructing identities. It is pointed out the significance of variability in
research programmes of analyzing identification and identity.
Keywords: identity, identification, new reflexivity, reflexive and descriptive approach, global intersubjectness, life world, suppositional identity, supranational identity, culture of self-consciousness.
Zinoveva L. E. ON THE INVESTIGATION OF URBAN CULTURAL IDENTITY
The paper is devoted to the investigation of the Russian urban cultural identity. As exemplified by
the city of Perm, the author frames an idea of the magnitude by creating new objects and institutions
of culture that form a positive image of a city, as well as the importance of executing the projects
which might be perceived by the citizens as a transition from negative identificational signs of the
urban environment into positive ones.
Keywords: cultural identity, cultural urban environment, identificational objects of culture.
Sypacheva T.A. IDENTITY AS A SUBSTANTIAL BASIS FOR THE FORMING OF RELIGIOUS CONSCIENCE
It is analyzed the identity as a basis of forming religious conscience in the paper. The origins of
identity are revealed, as well as its dynamics from the primitive communal system where it acts as a
human’s likening to nature up to personified conceptions about the supernatural.
Keywords: identity, magic, fetishism, animism, totemism, associativity, anthropomorphism, personification.
Wagner A. K., Gorbunova A. M. THE PROBLEM OF THE RELIGIOUS IDENTITY FORMATION IN THE MODERN SOCIETY INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION SPHERE
The article is devoted to the problems of the religious identity formation in the case of the modern
social philosophy and geterology. This construct is analyzed through phenomenon of the coexistence
in the area of intercultural communication.
Keywords: Identity, religious identity, identification, community, community, coexistence, event,
intercultural communication.
Kornienko D. S. ETHNIC IDENTITY CHARACTERISTICS OF KOMI-PERM AND
RUSSIAN STUDENTS DIFFER BY THE PLACE OF RESIDENCE
The problem of this study is the differences in ethnic identity of Russian and Komi-perm students
living in Perm or Kudymkar. Ethnic identity is a component of ethnic self-consciousness. Sample
consists of 326 people. Comparison of groups of students shows a significant difference in “positive
ethnic identity” and “national fanaticism” depending on the place of residence. Factors “ethnicity”
and “location” interact to “positive ethnic identity”.
Keywords: ethnic identity, self-consciousness, place of residence, Russian, Komi-perm.
Krauze A. A. SPECIFIC CHARACTERISTICS OF ETHNIC IDENTITY IN POLYETHNIC ENVIRONMENT
The problem of identity in the framework of the constructivism approach is viewed in the paper. The
“ethnic identity in the contemporary polyethnic environment” phenomenon is explained in the sociological material from a philosophical standpoint. Ethnic identity is examined as a subjective formation
of world outlook attitudes. The author defines factors that convert ethnic identity into new contexts.
Keywords: identity, ethnic identity, subject, polyethnic environment, discourse, construct of conscience.
Komolikova S. S. CONCEPT OF REPUTATION OUSING IN CULTUROLOGICAL ASPECT
In the article is specified the concept of reputation of sociocultural aspect, at first; secondly, are
defined the structure of reputation and its function; thirdly, the mechanism of interaction of culture
and reputation comes to light.
Keywords: Reputation, Culture, Structure and reputation functions, Culture functions, Culture
and reputation interaction.
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Ganina N. N. LEARNING THE BASICS OF INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION IN
THE PROCESS OF TEACHING A FOREIGN LANGUAGE
The article considers a question of the necessity of teaching of a foreign language in the close
connection with communicative surrounding of native speakers. A special attention is paid in the
article to the reasons of communicative failures, overcoming of which is achieved by the choice of
appropriate tactical ways of interaction. The article describes the ways of putting a person into the
active dialogue of cultures which improves culture of communication and social behavior in general
and develops communicative competence.
Keywords: act of communication, communicative environment, remove communication barriers, language barriers, stereotypes, project activity.
Dureev S. P. DIALECTICAL TYPE OF LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT
The article exposes the dialectical type of local self-government which is based on the unity, harmony of the clerical and temporal powers. There is shown, that the local self-government performs as
a way of reality, as a process of perfection of the social relationships. The feature of pseudo-sphere is
a balance of internal governing institutionality, in which standards of right and out-of-right standards
harmonically supplement each other.
Keywords: local self-government, standards of right, out-of-right standards, conjoint subject,
pseudo-sphere of the local self-government.
Rybalchenko N. L., Pashintsev Е.V. DIALECTICS OF LABOUR AND ACTIVITY AS A
SUBJECT OF SOCIAL - PHILOSOPHICAL ANALYSIS (TO CRITICISM OF METHODOLOGY OF HISTORICAL MATERIALISM)
The article deals with the critical analysis of two major social - philosophical categories - labour
and activity. The authors of the article, being based on the Marxist social - philosophical tradition,
overcome horizon of economical determinism, revealing historical dynamics (changes) of two fundamental public forms. The objective logician of this subject allows to expose and to fix conceptually a humanistly oriented sociological outlook - motion of a public organization from prevalence of
labour to prevalence of activity, and after that- to prevalence of creativity.
Keyword: labour, activity, creativity, individual, social institute.
Koznova N. P. FASHION AS THE ANTAGANIST OF CULTURE
The article focuses on the phenomenon of mass fashion, which is aspiring to contrast itself with
ironic and routine life. The Parody itself springs up from the unique artist style. It clings to their
idiosyncrasies and eccentrics, creates imitations which ridicule the original. Fashion becomes «the
essence» of other. Moreover it is a moment of subject’s «Self-determination» whom the «Other» is
gifted to as socium beauty and personal freedom. Fashion gives the impetus to the rational spirit.
Even though this very spirit is opened for «The other», it doesn’t keep away from the «Self», from
self-consciousness, but it is aching to gain in authority over the things of the material world.
Keywords: mass fashion, world of value, preunderstanding, social subject, postmodernism.
Kayumov A. T. RISK AS AN ATTRIBUTE OF SUBJECTIVE ACTIVITY IN CONTEMPORARY INFORMATIONAL SOCIETY: SOCIAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL ANALYSES
There is an attempt to think over the phenomenon of risk in contemporary informational society
in the article. It is established that risks’ sources, causes of their origin can be both the uncertainty
of objective conditions, states and processes and the uncertainty of subjective goals, moods, and
subjects’ behavior.
Keywords: risk, instability, chance, risk activity, stochasticity.
Farrakhov A. F. THE VICIOUS CIRCLE
The article provides with the theoretical grounds for explaining of interaction of loneliness and
low self esteem on the basis of the research conducted with the students of the first course. The author
comes to conclusion that the loneliness is the cognitive estate of a person which is caused by self
isolation produced by low self esteem.
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Keywords: Loneliness, self esteem, behavior, person, interaction, social contact, sociological
analyses, vicious circle.
RUSSIA DESTINY IN THE PHILOSOPHICAL DISCOURSE:
PROBLEMS AND PERSPECTIVES
Doroshin I. А. APOCALYPTIC EXPECTATIONS OF RISK SOCIETY
Religious motivation is used at the level of global choice. We can assume a large-scale restructuring of incentives of religious behavior within the denomination. There is a risk of liability rather
than discourse (religious tradition) to engage in the discourse of guilt (fundamentalism), through the
adoption of apocalyptic stories.
Keywords: religion, risk, apocalyptic, fundamentalist.
Nikitin A. P. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF MONEY IN THE PROCESS OF SOCIAL AND
CULTURAL MODERNIZATION
The article is devoted to the examining of the role of money in different types of society: traditional, industrial and post-industrial. It is examined the significance of money in the process of sociocultural modernization. It is demonstrated the difference of sociocultural approach to the process
of studying money beginning from the standpoint of the classical monetary theory.
Keywords: money, sociocultural modernization, traditional society, industrial society, post-industrial society.
Nuridzhanov A. E. TECHNOLOGIES OF MANIPULATION IN A PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM OF THE MODERN BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS OF RUSSIA (ON
AN EXAMPLE OF THE REPUBLIC OF BASHKORTOSTAN)
Conditions of the present have made important the flexible technologies of management of the
business organization, enveloping consciousness of the employee. Prevalence manipulative management in the business organizations has made important the question of sociological studying of this
phenomenon.
Keywords: manipulation, management, hidden management, business organization, Republic of
Bashkortostan.
Berezina E. L. THE EVOLUTION OF THE HOUSING PROBLEM IN RUSSIA AND
ABROAD
To form an effective social policy is very important to define the essence of social problems that
should be overcome by the policy. In the housing sector a problem historically occurred simultaneously with the term “housing shortage”, formulated by Engels in the 19th century. Subsequently, the
“housing shortage” was transformed under the influence of objective socio-economic factors in the
problem of the accessibility of home ownership. Such changes require reforming of the entire housing sector of the country, which began in the 90s of the 20th century, and continues to this day.
Keywords: housing, housing shortage, housing conditions, housing affordability.
PHILOSOPHY AND METHODOLOGY OF SCIENCE
Ivanova E. M., Ponomarev V. A. LEVELS OF POLYLOGUE IMPLEMENTATION FROM
POSITION OF HABERMAS’S THEORY OF COMMUNICATIVE ACTION AND THEIR
IMPACT ON THE TRANSFORMATION OF TRADITIONAL CONCEPTS OF DIALOGUE
INTO POLILOGUE
The article reveals the variations of human adaptability to another subject in a multicultural society. In the article is given the author’s definition of polylogue as a modern type of dialogue. Polylogue is an agent of meaning-form interaction of subjects, emerging with an unpredictable outcome
and expressing particular logic of an inter-subjective event. The author gives a comparative description of polylogue and discourse that helps to identify areas of discourse in the polylogue structure
and its value.
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Keywords: polylogue, discourse, polylogue levels, exchange.
Doronina M. V. ON THE ISSUE OF DEFINITION OF ECOLOGY IN NATURAL SCIENCE SYSTEM (Philosophical – methodological analysis)
In the article is researched the ecology in the system of natural-science knowledge. In these
purposes are studied the beginning of a subject of ecology. There is found out its historical periods
and their limitation; is carried out the methodological analysis of modern ecology, are described integrative processes and regularities of the organization, functioning and development of ecological
and natural-science knowledge. And on this basis is defined the special place of ecology in natural
sciences system.
Keywords: natural sciences, ecology of soils, biogeocenology, ecology of landscapes, ecobiology, biosphere ecology, human ecology, global ecology.
THINKERS OF THE PAST AND THE PRESENT
Kuznetsov V. A. THE BEGINNING OF MILITARY PHILOSOPHICAL THOUGHT IN
ANCIENT CHINA
In this article are revealed the basic content and the role of military philosophical thought in the
history of Ancient Chinese civilization. The main attention is paid on the analysis of the militarytheoretical problems, which is contained in the most important military treatises “Sun-tszu” and “Utszy”. It is shown the genetic connection of military-theoretical views, expressed in these treatises
with the ideas of early Taoism and confucianism, legizmus and moizmus.
Keywords: war, military philosophical thought, the military treatises “of Sun-tszu”, “U-tszy”,
military skill, early Taoism and confucianism, legizm.
Ivanov D. S. MAIMONIDES’S CREATION IN THE RUSSIAN-LANGUAGE RESEARCH
LITERATURE OF THE SECOND HALF OF XIX - BEGINNING OF XXI CENTURIES
For the first time the author provides a review of the Russian-language research literature devoted
to the heritage of the Jewish philosopher Maimonides. At different stages - pre-revolutionary, Soviet
and modern – he traces the evolution of scientific interpretations of the thinker’s philosophical ideas,
and also examines translations of Maimonides’s creations in the Russian language, which are necessary for further understanding of the philosopher’s heritage.
Keywords: Maimonides, History of Jewish Philosophy, «The Guide for the Perplexed», RussianJewish Dialogue.
SOCIOLOGY
Kovalchuk I. F. FEATURES OF SOCIALIZATION OF MINORS
In this article is made the attempt of the comparative analysis of features of socialization of
minors from comprehensive schools. There are investigated the main forms of deviant behavior of
minors and feature of its manifestation.
Keywords: socialization, deviant behavior, minor, neglected, social institute.
Taradanov A. A., Zimenko A. V. FACTORS OF RELIGIOUS CULTURE IN THE FAMILY
SOCIALIZATION
The article presents the results of a sociological research studying of the way in which the religious culture affects family socialization. The application of an authentic research method allows
reasonably determining the factors of family socialization and rating them.
Keywords: religious culture, family socialization, the level of influence of religious culture, conditions and factors of family socialization, methodology for determining the conditions, factors and
the level of influence of religious culture.
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Popov V. G., Karpov V. V. TO THE ISSUE OF CORRELATION OF THE CONCEPTS
«SOCIAL ADAPTATION» AND «SOCIALIZATION»
The author singles theoretical problems of social analysis of the correlation of the concepts «social adaptation» and «socialization». Criticized the traditional approach, the author is aimed at understanding adaptation as a part of socialization, and reveals the fundamental differences between these
processes from each other. Based on the results of the study, the authors come to conclusion about
the necessity of development of methodology of studying the peculiarities of social adaptation and
socialization as different phenomena.
Keywords: adaptation, social adaptation, socialization, primary socialization, secondary socialization, social actor, the social object, identity, social community, society, social environment.
REVIEWS
Nevelev A. B. MANUALS OF DIFFERENT SCHOOLS OF THOUGHT

